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Comment. Math. Helvetici 52 (1977) 357-371 Birkhâuser Verlag, Basel

On the Banach algebra A(D for smooth sets r<=Rn

By Yngve Domar

0. The main part of this investigation is devoted to the problem of estimating
||eI^||A(r),asr->oo.HerereR,rc=Rw,and/G A(r)isreal-valued. A(F)isthequotient
Banach algebra A(Rn)/I(r), where I(F) is the idéal in A(Rn) 9L\Rn) of ail
functions, vanishing on F. We shall discuss only very regular situations. F is thus
in gênerai a well-behaved compact subset of a smooth manifold in Rn, an interval
on R, a curve in Rn, a surface in R3 etc., and / has high differentiability
properties. In order not to complicate the discussion and obscure the principal
ideas, we shall be very generous with our regularity assumptions. Thus we assume
that ail manifolds and functions / involved are infinitely differentiable. It can
however be shown that each particular resuit holds as well, if we only require
differentiability up to a certain order. The principal object of our work is to show

that very simple, straightforward and seemingly rough methods give very précise
estimâtes. In the concluding section we show how our results can be used to
détermine, for the sets F considered, ail those homomorphisms of A(Rn) into
A (F), which are given by C°° mappings of F into Rn.

1. Let F be a compact interval of R and let feC°(F) be real-valued. The
following theorem is well known, even under much weaker differentiability
assumptions on /:

THEOREM 1.1. If f is non-linear, there are positive constants d and C2 such
that

<\t ^\\e ||A(r)^C2* vaaJ

for f > 1. For f linear, \\eltf\\Mn 1 for every teR.

The inequality to the left in (1.2) is due to Leibenzon [9], while the right hand

inequality is an easy corollary of the inequality of Carlson [1], We shall give a

proof of Theorem 1.1, not the shortest one, but a proof which can serve as a

model for the déduction of estimâtes in more gênerai situations.
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358 YNGVE DOMAR

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The only non-trivial part is the proof of (1.2) for
non-linear /. Let us start with the inequality to the right. Instead of applying
Carlson's inequality, we base the proof on three elementary observations.

Firstly, we observe that a partitioning of the unit in A(F) shows that it suffices

to prove that there exists a constant C such that

\\eltf\\Mrt)^C, (1.3)

for every subinterval Ft cf of length t~112.

Secondly, the norm of a function in any algebra A(E), Ec=Rn, does not
change after multiplying the function with a constant of norm 1 or with a bounded
continuous character on Rn (restricted to E). Hence, with jc0 denoting an endpoint
of Ft and x standing as symbol for the variable, we obtain

||el*||A(rt) ||exp (it(f(x)-f(x0)-(x-xo)f'(xo))\\Airt)
||exp (it(x - x0)2gttXo(x - xo))||A(rr),

where gt,xo€ C°°([0, t~l/2]), and where gt>Xo and ail its derivatives hâve bounds that
are uniform in t and x0.

Thirdly, the norm of a function h in any Banach algebra A(E), EcR", is not
afïected by affine bijections of Rn and corresponding mappings of E and h. Thus,

putting x xo+ut~1/2, with u as new variable, we obtain

\\ltf\Ut) ||exp (i2(1/2)IU
But the right hand member is the norm of a function on [0,1], bounded uniformly
in x0 and t, for f > 1, as well as ail its derivatives. Hence (1.3) is proved.

To prove the left inequality of (1.2) we observe that the assumed non-linearity
of / implies the existence of a subinterval F' c F of positive length where /" does

not vanish. Let ^eS(R), with Supp (i/0<= f" and JRi^dx l. We consider the
function ilfe~ltf, defined as 0 outside F, as an élément in the Banach space
PM(R) 3?L0O(R) of pseudomeasures on R. It follows from the définition of the

norm in A(F) that

(1.4)

Thus the left inequality of (1.2) follows with Cx= C"1, if

lk-lVl|pM(R)^cr1/2, (1.5)

r> 1, for some C. (1.5) can be deduced from the lemma of van der Corput [2]. We
shall, however, apply a more gênerai lemma, Lemma 1.6 below, which is needed
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in later discussions. It is well known that lemmas of this gênerai type exist. This
particular formulation is due to J.-E. Bjôrk (personal communication). We omit
the proof of the lemma, since it is fairly close to van der Corput's proof.

LEMMA 1.6. Let [a,b] be a compact interval on R, and ij/e2(\a,b[),
keCp([a,b]) with

if xe [a, b], where d and C2 are constants and p a positive interger. Then there
exists a constant C not depending on k, such that

b

elsk(x)é(x) dx <Cs -1/p

for every s > 0.

In order to prove (1.5) we first observe that its left member is, by définition,
the L°° norm of the function with values

exp(-itf(x)-iux)\l/(x) dx, ueR,ir
with the Fourier transform defined properly. Taking s f + |w|, we can apply
Lemma 1.6 with [a, b] F', p 2, and

k(x)=--f(x)--x, xeT\
s s

d Min (|(1 - |r|)f(x) + r| + (1 - |r|)|f(*)|),

From this we obtain (1.5).

2. Now we assume that F is a curve in R2, representable as the graph of a

real-valued function g g C°°([a, b]), where -oo<a<6<oo. As always we hâve

fe C°°(r), and / is real-valued.

THEOREM 2.1. Let F hâve non-vanishing curvature. If f is not the restriction

of a linear function on R2, there exist positive constants Ct and C2 such that

fort^l. If fis the restriction of a linear function, then \\eltf\\A(n= 1, for every teR.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. The only non-trivial part is the proof of (2.2). A
detailed proof of the right hand inequality has been given in [5], and we shall hère

give only a brief outline. The proof uses the same technique as the corresponding
proof in Section 1. This time we observe that it suffices to obtain a uniform bound
for

IklUaï), (2.3)

where Ft is the graph of g, restricted to a subinterval It^la, b] of length t~1/3.

Denoting by x0 an endpoint of It, we can now use the assumption g" ^ 0 and the

présence of a two-parameter family of bounded characters to obtain

Ik*IU(rt) =ss ||exp (it(x - xo)3ft,*o(* - xo))||A(rt),

where gt)Xo has the difïerentiability and boundedness properties specified in
Section 1. The transformation x xo+uî~1/3 proves the uniform boundedness of
(2.3).

To prove the left inequality, we first observe that there is a subinterval
[a', b']<=[a, b], of positive length, where the function h=f°g satisfies the condition

h" g"

h1" g"
(2.4)

For otherwise the condition g" ^ 0 implies that h" and g" are linearly dépendent,
i.e.

h(x) Ax + Bg(x) + C, xe [a, b],

for some constants A, B and C. But this means that / is the restriction to F of the
linear function

(x,y)-*Ax + By + C, (x,y)eR2.

Choosing [a', b'] as above we can now continue as in Section 1. Let ^eâ(R)
with Supp (^)c [a', b'] and with JR i/f(x) dx 1. p is the Borel measure on F for
which the projection on the x-axis is the Lebesgue measure multiplied with ty. We
consider n as a pseudomeasure on R2 and obtain

dx {
Jr

Thus it suffices to show that

13, (2.5)
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t> 1, for some constant C But the left member îs the supremum of the absolute
value of

exp (- itf(xy y) - mx - wy) dfx(x, y)
Jr

(b
exp (-ith(x)-mx-ivg(x))ilf(x) dx,

Ja

as (m, v) 6 R2 Takmg s f + |u| + |i;|, and observmg the relation (2 4), we can apply
Lemma 1 6 with p 3 and

— h(xj — x — g(x),
s s s

and this gives (2 5)

Remark Theorem 2 1 has analogues for curves in Rn, n^3, now with t~1/3

replaced by r1/(n+1) As for the nght hand mequahty we refer to [5] The
mequahty to the left can be discussed as m the proof of Theorem 2 2, usmg
Lemma 1 6

3. In this and the next section we are concerned with cases when the dimension of

r îs two or higher In order to avoid complications at the boundary of F we prefer
to change our setup in the followmg way

Let Û be a C°° manifold in Rn and / a real-valued function m C°{Q) We say
that a positive function M on [1, °°[ is a majorant if, for every compact Xcfl,
there is a constant C>0 such that

\\eltf\\MK)^CM(t), (3 1)

f>l A positive function m on [1,°°[ is a minorant if there exists a compact
K^fl and a constant C > 0 such that

\\eltf\\MK)^Cm(t), (3 2)

r>l
In this section we assume that fi is an open non-empty subset of R2, and

dénote by k the maximal rank in Û of the Hessian

Vyx /yy /

Then the followmg theorem holds
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THEOREM 3.3. The function f—>fk/2, f>l, is both majorant and minorant.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We first prove that the function is a majorant. In the
case when k 0, ail second order derivatives of / vanish, and thus / is linear on
every component of il. It is obvious that the theorem holds in this case. In the
discussion of the case when fc 2, it suffices to consider the case when K is a

square contained in il, We can then argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

By a partitioning of the unit it follows that it suffices to show that

is uniformly bounded for the family of squares contained in K, with sides parallel
to the sides of K, and with side length t~1/2, *>1. The proof of this is quite
parallel to the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 1.1, and is omitted
hère.

The proof that M(t) t1/2, f>l, is a majorant when fc l is similar, but is

more complicated. If suffices to show that every given point P (x0, yo)e «T2 has a

compact neighborhood K such that (3.1) holds for some C.

We shall use a resuit of Hartman and Nirenberg [6] (Theorem A), which states

that the surface z f(x, y) in R3 is locally developable at P when fc 1, in the

following sensé: There exists an e >0 and a continuous real function h on[-e, e]
such that the line segments

Ls={x0-s sin h(s) + ucos h(s), y0 + scos h(s) + v sin h(s))\ ve[-e, e]},

se[-e, e], are disjoint and hâve a compact neighborhood K of P as their union,
and are such that the tangent plane of the surface is common for ail (x, y, f(x, y))
with (x, y) on the same segment Ls. The property that the segments Ls are disjoint
implies evidently that h is Lipschitz continuous. This implies that if e is chosen

small enough, we hâve for every so€[-e, e] and t ^ 1, that

KttSo= U U
Is-soMr1'2

is contained in the rectangle

Rt,* — {(*o~s sin h(so)+ v cos h(so)y yo + 5 cos h(s0) + v sin h(s0)) |

whereas

u u||1/2
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is disjoint from the rectangle

SttSo 2RttSo- (x0- s0 sin h(s0), y0 + s0 cos h(s0)).

Now there exists a constant Co such that we can find, for every choice of t>l and

soe[-e, e], a function <p e A(R2), with <p(x, y) 1 on RtSo, <p(x, y) 0 outside StfSo,

and H^IUcr2)^ Co. Thèse functions can be used for a partitioning of the unit, and
this shows that

for some C, follows if we can find a constant Ci such that

Ik^lUc^^lk^lUcR^^d, (3.4)

for f>l, sog[-e, e].
Using the properties of the tangent plane of z /(jc, y), we obtain for

(x, y)ejR,,So,

y) /(*, y) -/Uo- 5o sin h(so), yo + s0 cos h(s0))

-(x-xo + 5osin h(so))fx(xo-sosm h(s0), yo +50cos h(s0))

- (y - y0 - 50 cos h(so))fy(xo - s0 sin h(s0), y0 + s0 sin h(s0))

((x - x0) sin h(s0) - (y - y0) cos h(s0) + 50)2

g,,S()(x - x0 + 50 sin /i(so),y - y0 + s0 cos h(s0)),

where gttSo is bounded uniformly in t and s0 as well as ail its partial derivatives.
Hence by the affine transformation

£ ((x - x0) sin h(s) - (y - y0) cos h(s) + so)t1/2

7) (x - x0) cos h(s) + (y - y0) sin h(s),

we obtain as in the earlier sections

where S [-2,2]x[-2e, 2c], and where htfSo is uniformly bounded in t and s0 as

well as ail its partial derivatives. Hence (3.4) holds.
In the proof of our claim that t-*tk/2, f^l, is a minorant, it suffices to

consider the case when k 1 or 2. We first observe that there is a non-empty
open subset ili of û where the maximal rank of the Hessian is attained at every
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point. We form a function i^eâ(R2) with support contained in fïx and satisfying

ij/dxdy 1.

i^e~lff is considered as a pseudomeasure on R2, vanishing outside fi. Arguing as in
Section 1 we find that (3.2) holds with K supp(i/0, m(t) tk/2, if for some C

— fc/2 /T c\(3.5)

for f > 1. But on Supp (i/0> the minimal rank of / is k, and hence (3.5) follows
from the following lemma, easily deducible from the results in Littman [10] (cf.
[11] and [4] p. 25).

LEMMA 3.6. Let Kbe a compact subset of an open set U c Rn. ty e 3)(K), and
h e C°°(L0. For some 8 >0 we assume at every point of U that at least k eigenvalues

of the Hessian of ^ hâve absolute value ^ 8. Then there exists a constant C such

that, if tye~lth is defined as 0 outside K,

The constant C dépends on K, U, <p, k, 8, and of the bounds of the partial
derivatives of h of ail orders.

Remark. Theorem 3.3 has extension possibilities to the case when fl is an

open non-empty subset of Rn and k is the maximal rank of the Hessian of the
real-valued function fe C°°(f2). By the same arguments as in the later part of the

proof of Theorem 3.3, we find from Lemma 3.6 that f-»fk/2, t^ 1, is a minorant.
The function is also a majorant in ail cases when the first part of the proof can be

copied, i.e. if we hâve a local représentation corresponding to the local developa-
bility, now by a fc-parameter family of (n-fc)-dimensional affine manifolds.

4. In this section we study the case when fi is a C°° surface in R3, of non-
vanishing Gaussian curvature. We restrict ourselves to the situation when Û is the

graph of a real-valued function g, defined and infinitely difïerentiable on some

open subset U of R2. Then the Hessian of g has rank 2. / is a real-valued C°°

function on fl. We can thus think of / as a C°° function on U. For every (x, y)e U
and À 6 R, R^(x, y) dénotes the rank of the Hessian of the function /-Àg on U,
and

fc= Max MinRx(x, y). (4.1)
(x,y)et7 à GR
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Since the Hessian of g has rank 2, the subset of U where the maximum in (4.1) is

attained is an open set Uo. It is easy to see that k < 1 if il has positive Gaussian
curvature. fc 2 for instance if U R2, g(x, y) x2- y2, /(jc, y) xy.

THEOREM 4.2. In the sensé precised in Section 3 *->fk/2, f>l, is

majorant and minorant, if k 0 or 2. If k 1, t-+t5/6, f>l, is a majorant and
t-+t1/2, f^l is a minorant, and there are examples when the first function is a
minorant and other examples when the second function is a majorant.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us first consider the case when fc 0. Then there
exists a function À on U such that

JXX ~ AgXX, fXy — Àgxy, fyy Àgyy

for every (a, y)g U. Since the Hessian of g has rank 2, AeC°°([/). Taking the

partial derivatives, we obtain

and since the System has non-vanishing déterminant, we find that À is constant on
every component of U. Hence

f(x, y) \g(x,y) + Ax + By + C,

on every component, for properly chosen constants A, B and C, which shows that

/ is, on every component, restriction of a linear function on R3. It follows from
this that the function with constant value 1 is a majorant, and it is trivially a

minorant.
We continue with the cases k 1, 2. Let C be a compact subset of 17, and K

the corresponding compact subset of il. We hâve

\\eltf\\MK)^\\eltf\\MCh (4.3)

where in the left hand member / is considered as function on XcR3, and in the

right hand member / is considered as function on CcR2, This is seen by choosing
extrapolations of / to the left, which only dépend on (x, y). Hence it follows from
Theorem 3.3 that t—>t is always a majorant. Furthermore, choosing U R2,

/(x, y) x2, g(x, y) x2+y2, we hâve a case when k 1, and since the maximal
rank of / is 1, it follows as above from Theorem 3.3 that t->t112 is a majorant.

As for the majorant properties claimed in the theorem, it only remains to
prove that t->t5/6, f > 1, is a majorant when k 1. It suffices to show that

r5/6\\eltf\\MSh t*l, (4.4)
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is bounded for every fixed square S c U with sides parallel to the coordinate axis.

Hère the norm in (4.4) is interpreted in the same sensé as the right hand member
of (4.3). By a partitioning of the unit we find that it suffices to show the existence
of a constant C such that

II^IU^^O1'6, (4.5)

for every square SttXo,yo<= S with center x0, yo, with side length t~1/3, and with sides

parallel to the coordinate axis. At every (x0, yo) there exists a Ào such that the
Hessian of /-Àog has rank <1. By the assumptions on g, the values of Ao are

uniformly bounded in S. Thus, for every (x0, yo) we hâve a représentation

/(*, y) " Aog(x, y) A + Bx + Cy + D(E(x - x0) + F(y - y0))2

+ GUXOiyo(x - x0, y - y0),

(x,y)eSUXo,yo9

where A, B, C, D, E, F are uniformly bounded, and where Gï>Xo,yo has uniformly
bounded partial derivatives of ail orders, and where

as (£, i|)—>0, uniformly. Thus, by the same arguments as in the earlier proofs,

i («t(D(E(x - xo) + F(y - y0))2 + G^^x - x0, y - yo))IU(*w
||exp (itll3(D(EÇ + Fr,)2 exp {UC^r1'3fe r1/3T,))||A(So),

where So is the square with corners (±5, ±|). By the submultiplicativity of the

norm in A(S0),

The first factor is < Ctm, for some constant C. This is seen from Theorem 3.3, or
from Theorem 1.1, or by a direct estimate. The function in the exponent of the
second factor is uniformly bounded and so are ail its partial derivatives, hence the
second factor is bounded. Thus (4.5) is proved, and we hâve shown that f —> t5/6 is

a majorant, if fc 1.

The discussion of the minorant properties can be performed as the corres-
ponding parts of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.3. We fix <^€2>(R2) with

L ip(x, y) dx dy l,

and Supp (<Jr) included in the set Uo (the open set where k is attained). /ut is the

measure on û for which the projection into the xy-plane is the Lebesgue measure
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multiplied by $. Arguing as before we find that it suffices to show that

\\tfCrk/\ (4.6)

*>1, for some constant C. But the left hand member is the supremum of the
absolute value of

L exp (- itf(x, y) - iux - ivy - iwg(x, y))^(x, y) dx dy,

as (m, v, w)eR3. The rank of the Hessian of the exponent is > fc on Uo, and the
rank of the Hessian of g is 2. Using Lemma 3.6 one sees directly that (4.6) holds.

Now it only remains to give an example when k l, and r—»f5/6, r^l, is a

minorant. We take U R2, f(x, y) x2 + x3-y2 + y3, g(x, y) x2 + y2. It suffices

to prove that

r5l6\\e"f\\MK), (>1,

has a positive lower bound, if S is the closed square with corners (± 1, ± 1), and

K {(x,y),g(x,y))|(x,y)6S}.

By the usual arguments it suffices to show that for some t/f € Ç$)(R2) supported by S

and with

L

IL

x, y)dxdy l,

exp (~itf(x, y) - iux - ivy - iwg(x, y))i/K*, y) dx dy <Q-5/6

for some C, when (m, u,w)gR3, t> 1. We choose \\t{x, y) of the form <p(x)<p(y),

where <pe Sf(R), and find that we hâve to prove that the product of

u, w)= IA(t,

and

B(t, v, w)= I

is <Cr~5/6. By Lemma 1.6 there exists a constant Co such that

A(t, u, w)<Cot~ll\ B(t, u, w)<C0r1/3.

By the same lemma, we hâve, for some constant Ci

A(t, m, w)<Cxr1/2, if fw>0,
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and

B(t, v, w)<dr1/2, if fw<0,

and hence

A(t, m, w) • B(t, v, HO^CoCxf576

is proved. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

5. Hère we collect some minor observations, which may illuminate the earlier
theorems.

A. Let F be the graph of the function g, defined by

'x-ir\ x>\
-1<*<1

x+ir\ x<-\
If x is considered as parameter on F, and / on F is defined by

/(x)=jo,

Then / is locally at each point of F the restriction of a linear function on R2.

Hence there exists a constant C such that

||el*||A(r)<C, *2>1, (5.1)

although / itself is not the restriction of a linear function on R2.

B. We shall now give a set fcR2 and a function f on F such that (5.1) holds
while / is not even locally a restriction of a linear function on R2.

Let r=GUH, where

where g is real, geC°°([-l, 1]), g(0) 0, g; positive, g"(0)^0, and where

Let

1, (*, y)
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Then there is no neighborhood of (0,0) where / is the restriction of a linear
function. But it is easy to prove that

\\eltf\\Mn^3 forevery teR.

C. Let us now change the setup of Example B so that H instead is defined by

where h is real, h e C°°([-l, 1]), fe(0) ft'(0) 0, fi"(0) * 0. Then we have instead

ll^lkn-»», (5.2)

as f—x».
We shall show this by an indirect proof. If the norms in A(F) of eltf are

bounded, as f-*°°, we can find a séquence (^)T, tending to infinity, and extensions
(gv)I of eltf to R2 such that (gv)7 converges weakly* in JB(R2), where J3(R2) is

considered as the dual of the Banach space X of Fourier transforms of functions
in C0(R2). We dénote the limit function by F.

Let ij/eQ)(R) have support in the set where g'VO, and let /x be the measure
on G for which the projection on the x-axis has density function i//. Then, by
Lemma 1.6, ju,eX, for its Fourier-Stieltjes transform (x is given by

u)= I exp(-itx-iug(x))il/(x)dx, teR.

Thus

0 lim (Lit» 0) lim (gv, fi) (F, n)=\ F(x, g(x))ip(x) dx.

Varying i/f, we find that F vanishes in a neighborhood of (0, 0) on G. By a similar

argument we find that F takes the value 1 on H in a neighborhood of (0, 0). The

continuity of F gives a contradiction.

6. Let fcR" be compact, and let a be a C°° function from F to Rm. We are
interested in the problem to détermine those functions a which give a

homomorphism of A(RW) into A(F) in the sensé that geA (Rm) implies that
g ° a € A(F). Let (au a2,..., am) be the représentation of a by its real-valued
components. Then the following theorem holds.

THEOREM 6.1. a gives a homomorphism of A(Rm) onto A{F) if and only if
\\e"a'\\Mn, teR, (6.2)

is bounded as f-»o°, for every î 1, 2,..., m.
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. If a gives a homomorphism, the closed graph theorem
shows that

for some constant C. Choosing g such that ge A(Rm), g(x) eltx\ x e F, where x,

is the i-th coordinate of x, we find that (6.2) is bounded. Conversely, if (6.2) is

bounded for every i, \\g ° a||A(r) is uniformly bounded for ail g which are bounded
continuous characters on Rm, and it follows from this directly that a gives a

homomorphism.
Theorem 6.1 shows that, with arbitrary m, and with F chosen as in Theorem

1.1 or 2.1, or as in Example C of Section 5, then only linear functions a give

homomorphisms. The same holds if F is a compact subset of the manifold il of
Theorem 3.3 or 4.2, but now assumed that a can be extended to a C00 function on
11. On the other hand, in Example A of Section 5, ail locally linear functions a
give homomorphisms, and in Example B of the same section, a need not even be

locally linear.
Results can be obtained, in a similar way, concerning homomorphisms of

spaces Aq(Rm) into A(F). Hère q>0, and Aq(Rm) is the Banach space of Fourier
transforms of functions geRm with norm

Jnm

By duality we can also find results on the Fourier coefficients of a *(*>)> where v is

a pseudo-measure in the dual of A(F), and a* is the adjoint of a homomorphism
Aq(Rm)-» A (F), given by a. It should be observed that the dual of A (F) coincides
with the space of pseudo-measures supported by F, if F is of spectral synthesis.
This is the case for instance if F is given as in Theorem 2.1 (cf. [3] and [4]).

We conclude by some remarks and state a few open problems.
§1. Précise estimâtes for De^Ucn, when F is an interval and / has weak

differentiability properties, hâve been given by Leblanc [7, 8].
§3. It would be of interest to détermine the difierentiability conditions needed

to hâve the conclusion of Lemma 3.6. The extensions of Theorem 3.3 to higher
dimensions deserves to be explored. At présent it is not known whether the

theorem holds without change for higher dimensions.
§4. In Theorem 4.2, the gap between t1/2 and t5/6 is not yet explored. Nor is

the possibility of high-dimensional generalizations.
§5. In Example C, the exact rate of growth of (5.2) is not known. It has

connections with the foliowing problem: For positive weight functions œ on R2
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such that o>(jc)<1 + |x|1/2, xeR2, we hâve m the class of measurable fonctions g
with g/eu € L1 a natural way of definmg îts Founer transform g to vanish (or take a

constant value) along a given curve with positive curvature (simply by applymg
smooth measures on the curve, and observing that their transforms are O(|x|~1/2))
Then the problem îs to décide for which <o the class contains an élément g with g
taking the value 0 on G and 1 on H, if G and H in the example hâve (0, 0) as

only common point
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